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rhyme, but they approached more nearly to the effect
of rhyme;  and they multiplied assonance—that is,
vowel rhyme—to a degree which the. untrained ear
simply cannot follow.   The poetry was extraordinarily
harmonious, and up to the middle of the eighteenth
century it preserved much of the  old  complexity,
though in new forms.   The writers were very often
schoolmasters, unlicensed men, smugglers of  contra-
band   learning  to   the   Catholic   population.    They
added more than a touch of pedantry to what was
essentially a peasant literature :  for the gentry of the
older Ireland had sought their living over seas.   The
Protestant gentry, most of whom then knew Irish, were
sometimes generous patrons :   but it is safe to guess
that they favoured the drinking songs, the lampoons,
and the clever   scurrilities with which   this   poetry
abounded.   Its masterpiece indeed, in this comic kind,
Merriman's Midnight Court, is a sort of rival to Burns's
Holy Fair, but so Aristophanic as to be hardly printable.
The central inspiration, however, of the literature is
lament for the enslavement of Ireland.   Again and
again there is the Aisling or Vision which describes
a young and beautiful woman basely enslaved, for
whom a princely deliverer—and here the Jacobite
element enters—is foreshadowed.
Even in the eighteenth century poets were still
poets by profession.:--they wandered from house to
house like the fiddler or harper: and they paid for
their entertainment or for their rebuff with poems
of praise or blame. In some places, notably in County
Limerick along the River Maigue near Adare, a group of
well-to-do farmers took to verse writing, and manu-
scripts of their poems have been republished. But from
the nineteenth century onward what poetry there is,
is found chiefly in Connaught, the most wretched of
all the provinces ; and it is simpler, more artless, and
for these reasons perhaps of a more accessible beauty.
The old blind fiddler Raftery, whose poems Douglas
Hyde collected, some from men who had known him,

